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Let R and S be commutative rings with 1, G and H abelian groups, and 
RG and SH the group rings of G and H over R and S, respectively. In this 
note we consider what relations must hold between R and S when R is an 
integral domain and the group rings RG and SH are isomorphic. 
If S is also an integral domain and G and H are torsion groups, we show 
that RG 1 SH implies R ‘v S. This result was obtained in [2] under the 
additional assumptions that R is of characteristic 0 and that if G has an ele- 
ment of order p, p a prime, then p is not invertible in R. Assuming these 
additional conditions on R and G, we then proceed to find all rings S such 
that RG = SH when G and H are torsion groups. When R contained 
limited roots of unity, a result similar to the latter one was also obtained 
in [2]. 
An excellent general reference for group rings is Sehgal [S], and the 
reader is referred there for more information on some of the definitions and 
results employed in this paper. As in Sehgal’s book, if K is a subgroup of 
G, we will let d,(G, K) denote the kernel of the R-homomorphism from 
RG to R(GIK) induced by the natural epimorphism from G to G/K. As an 
ideal of RG, A,(G, K) is generated by {k- 1 ) ke K}. In the case K= G, we 
have the familiar augmentation ideal of RG, and will write A,(G) instead 
of A,(G, G). Also, the subscript R will be omitted unless the meaning is 
ambiguous. 
If A is an abelian group and p is a prime, let A,, denote the subgroup of 
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p-torsion elements of A. In the case where R is a commutative ring, we will 
let R, denote the set of multiplicative p-torsion units in R. For a group ring 
RG, let V, be the subgroup of (RG), consisting of those p-torsion elements 
of augmentation 1. It is easy to see that (RG), = R, x V,,. 
First we note three facts which will be needed later. Recall that, in this 
paper, all rings are commutative and all groups are abelian. In fact, when 
considering the relationship between the coefficient rings, there is no loss of 
generality in assuming that the groups are abelian since it was shown in 
[ 11 that an isomorphism between RG and SH induces an isomorphism 
between R(G/G’) and S(H/H’). Let T(G) denote the torsion subgroup of G. 
LEMMA 1. Let R be reduced and p a prime. Then (RG), = R, x (1 + 
A(G, T(G))),. 
Proof: We know (RG),= R, x I’,. If LXE V,, then x = 1+ U, where 
u E d(G). Projecting onto R(G/T(G)), we obtain ti = 1 + ii is p-torsion in 
R(G/T(G)). But R(G/T(G)) has only trivial units since R is reduced and 
G/T(G) is ordered [ 51, so U = 0 and u E d( G, T(G)) as required. 
LEMMA 2. All elements of A(G, T(G)) are zero-divisors. 
Proof. If &E A(G, T(G)), then we can write ti = C u&g - l), where 
g E T(G) and c(, E RG for each g. Let H be the subgroup of G generated by 
{g E T(G) ) M, #O}. Then H is finite and ChtH h annihilates 01. 
LEMMA 3. Assume RG 2 SH, where R, S are integral domains. Then 
R, = S, for each prime p. 
Proof. Let tr: RG + SH be an isomorphism. 
From Lemma 1, (RG), = R, x (1 + A(G, T(G))),, is maped by CT onto 
S,x(l+d(H, T(H))),. If rERp, then o(r)=su, where SES, and 
u E (1 + A(H, T(H))),, and we define 7 by T(r) = s. Clearly T is a group 
homomorphism. 
We show that r is injective. Assume that z(r) = 1, i.e., a(r) = u. Then 
a(r - 1) = u - 1, but u - 1 is a zero-divisor by Lemma 2 and R is an 
integral domain. We conclude that r = 1. 
Now we observe that since R is an integral domain, any finite subgroup 
. of R*, the group of units of R, is cyclic. In particular, this means that R, 
is indecomposable and hence (Kaplansky [3]) is isomorphic to either Z,, 
for some n or Z(p”). The same is true of S,,. But we showed above that 
R, can be embedded in S, and the same argument in reverse shows that 
S, can be embedded in R,. Looking at the list of possible groups, we 
conclude that R, 2: S,. 
We are now ready to prove our first theorem. 
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THEOREM 4. Let R and S be integral domains and assume that T(G) 
splits in G. If RG N SH, then R(G/T(G)) 2: S(H/T(H)). 
Proof: Let (T : RG + SH be an isomorphism and let p be a prime. 
As in Lemma 3, we know that cr maps R, x (1 + d(G, T(G))), onto 
S,x(l +A(H, T(H))),. We claim that for every a~(1 +d(G, T(G))),, 
there is a unique r, E R, such that o(r,a) E (1 + d(H, T(H))),. 
Consider the set (rc( 1 r E RP} and, for each element of this set, let 
o(ra)=s,u,, where s,cS,, and u,~(l +d(H, T(H))),. Note that if r, fr,, 
then s,, #s,>. Otherwise, we would have g(rl r; ‘) = ur,(ur2) ~ ‘, and hence 
a(r, r2 -’ - 1) E d(H, T(H)). Lemma 2 now tells us that r,r2 1 - 1 is a zero- 
divisor, which is a contradiction. We note in passing that the preceding 
argument also shows that rz is unique if it exists. 
Now, recall from the proof of Lemma 3 that R, _Y S, N Zpn or Z(p”). If 
R, is finite, we can now conclude immediately that s, = 1 for some r as 
required. If R, ‘v Z(p”), consider the set {ret 1 r E R, and order of r < order 
of E}. This set maps into {s,u, ) order of s, <order of a}. Since 
R, 1: S,, ‘v Z(p”), we again conclude that s, = 1 for some r. 
To recapitulate, we have now associated with every c( E (1 + d(G, T(G))),, 
a unique r, E R, such that a(r,sI) E (1 + d(H, T(H))),. In particular, 
for each g E G,, we have a unique rRE R, such that o(r,g)E 
(1 + d(H, T(H))),. Carry out this procedure for all primes p. 
Define a map E: R(T(G)) --f R(T(G)) by first defining s(g) = rpg for all 
ge G, (p arbitrary) and then extending multiplicatively to T(G) and 
R-linearly to R(T(G)). Since the choice of rg was unique, we see that E is 
an R-algebra automorphism of R( T(G)). Since T(G) splits in G, this can be 
extended to an R-algebra automorphism of RG, which we will also call E. 
Then 6 = 0s is an isomorphism from RG to SH and, if g E G,, 6(g) E 
(1 +d(H, T(H))),. It follows that c?(d(G, T(G)))cd(H, T(H)). 
We wish to see that the above sets are, in fact, equal. Note that 
the above implies that, for any prime p, 6( 1 + d(G, T(G))), c 
(l+d(T, T(H))),,. Now, if p~(l+d(H, T(H))),,, then we know that 
/I = aB(m) for some r E R,, CI E (1 + d(G, T(G))),. But <(a) E 
(1 +d(H, T(H))),, so we conclude that &(r)E(l +d(H, T(H))),, again 
contradicting R being an integral domain unless r = 1. Hence we have 
c?(l + d(G, T(G))), = (1 + d(H, T(H))),. Therefore, if h E H,, then 
d-‘(h - 1) E d(G, T(G)) and hence c?(d(G, T(G))) = d(H, T(H)). Factoring 
out by these ideals, we have R(G/T(G)) 2: S(H/T(H)). 
The authors do no know whether the splitting hypothesis is really 
necessary in the preceding result. 
A special case of Theorem 4 is worth noting. 
COROLLARY 5. Let R and S be integral domains. If G is torsion and 
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RG N SH, then R N S(H/T(H)). Zf G and H are both torsion and RG N SH, 
then R = S. 
We now state two facts which will be required in the proof of our second 
main theorem. Let n(G) be the set of all primes p such that G, is nontrivial. 
THEOREM 6 (May [4]). Let R be an indecomposable ring of charac- 
teristic 0 and G an abelian group. Suppose that n(G) n R* = 0. Zf p E n(G), 
then G, is a direct summand of V,,. Zf, in addition, R is an integral domain, 
then G, = V, for every prime q. 
LEMMA 1. Let R be an integral domain of characteristic 0 and let G be 
a torsion group where II(G) n R* = 0. Let p,(x) denote the n th cyclotomic 
polynomial. Zf a, fl E RG are of order p” and a and c$’ both satisfy p,“(x) = 0, 
then /? also satisfies pJx) = 0. 
Proof We know from Theorem 6 that a = r, g, and /? = rz g,, where r, , 
r2 E R, and g,, g, E G,. If g, were of order >p”, then p,,(a) = 0 would be 
impossible since distinct powers of g are independent over R. Hence g, is 
of order p”’ with n, < n, and rI is therefore of order p”. By the same 
argument, ab = (ri rz)(g, gz) implies that g, g, has order less than p”. We 
conclude that g, has order less than p”, and therefore that r2 is of order p”. 
Since R is an integral domain, it follows that rz satisfies pp”(rz) = 0. But 
gl;“-’ = 1 implies that ppn(rz g,) = 0 as required. 
Here is our main result. 
THEOREM 8. Let R be an integral domain of characteristic 0 and let G, 
H be torsion abelian groups. Suppose that n(G) n R* = 0. Then RG N SH 
tf and only if there exist subgroups K, L of G with G the internal direct 
product of K and L, K 2: H and S 2: RL. 
Proof. If such subgroups exist. RG N (RL) K 2: SK 2: SH. 
To prove the converse, let (T: RG + SH be an isomorphism. By 
Theorem 6, (RG), = R, x G,. In addition, RG (hence also SH) has no 
nontrivial idempotents [4] so S is indecomposable. Let p E Supp H and 
suppose l#h~H,. If a-‘(h)=r,g, with r,ER,, g,,EGp, then g,#l by 
the zero-divisor argument. Thus G, # 1 and p E n(G), so n(H) c n(G). 
Hence n(H) n R* = 0, but this means no prime in n(H) is a unit in 
RG N SH, so n(H) n S* = /a. We can now use Theorem 6 again to 
conclude that (SH), = S, x H, x UP for some subgroup UP of V,. 
Next we observe that it is sufficient, in proving the converse, to show that 
there is a subgroup K, of G such that S N R(G/K,), for then RG 2 SH N 
R(G/K,)H- R((G/K,) x H). F rom Theorem 6, we conclude that for each 
p E n(G), R, x G, = (RG), 2: (R((G/K,) x H)), 1: R, x ((G/K,) x H)P. If R, 
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is isomorphic to Z(p”), then because it is divisible, we can cancel the R, 
from above and conclude G, = ((G/K,) x IIJ)~. If R, is finite, Walker’s 
theorem [6] again permits us to cancel the R, from above and conclude 
G, = ((G/K, ) x H)P. Hence G ‘c (G/K,) x H, and appropriate subgroups K, 
L have been obtained. 
Here is how to find a suitable subgroup K,. If h E H, we saw earlier that 
~-‘@)=h&o where gh~ G and rh is of finite order in R*. Define 
$: H -+ G by $(h) = g,. The zero-divisor argument tells us that $ is 
an injective homomorphism. We will prove that $(H) is the desired 
subgroup K, . 
Before continuing, let us see how to reduce this problem to the case 
where all primary components of H are irreducible. Using the same 
notation as above, we define, for given p, fiP = {/I E H, 1 r,, = 1 }. If we 
set A= x,, A,, and G= xP CJ ‘(GP), then o(c) = $ so we can factor out 
d(G, G) and d(H, I?) to obtain R(G/G) -“S(H/ili). Observe that 
x(G/c) n R* = 0. Also note that if we define 3: H/A-+ G/c in the same 
way as $, we have that $(I?) = II/(H). Hence it is enough to prove the 
result for groups G/c and H/l?. But the p-primary com~ponent of H/R is 
Hplffp, which is a subgroup of R, since R, is just the kernel of the 
homomorphism from H, to R, defined by h -+ r,,. As we saw earlier, such 
a component is irreducible. 
Thus, without loss of generality, we can assume from now on that all 
primary components of H are irreducible. 
Recall that we are trying to prove that K, = (1/(H) gives the desired 
result. We now show that K, splits in G. 
First, let h E HP for some prime p and say B -l(h) = rh g,, as before. 
Suppose that c(rh) =s,h,u, with s, ES,, h, E HP, u, E U,,. We know that 
ord(r,), the order of r,,, is <ord(h). Suppose ord(r,) = p’. Since R is an 
integral domain, r,, certainly satisfies pP/(x) = 0. Hence s, h, u, and (by 
augmentation) s, both satisfy p,,,(x) =0 as well. In addition, s,h,u, is of 
order p’. If s, were of order pk <p’, then o(rf) = I!$@~, and the zero- 
divisor argument again yields a contradiction. Hence s, is of order p’. Now, 
if h, u, were also of order p’, then Lemma 7 could be applied, leading to the 
conclusion that ~~,(h, u, ) = 0. But this is nonsense, since char R = 0 and 
h,u, is of augmentation 1. We conclude that both h, and u, are of order 
less than p’. 
In general, if hi H and o(rh) =s~~,u,, we have shown that ord(h,) < 
ord(r,) < ord(h). 
To show that K, splits in G, it is enough to show that K, splits for each 
p. We are assuming that KP rr H,, is irreducible and hence is isomorphic to 
either Z(p”) or Zpn for some n. The divisible case gives no problem, so 
assume HP N Zpn, and let h be a generator for Hp. To show that K, splits, 
we need only show that it is pure. Say xp = gz, where (a, p) = 1, and let 
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(T(X) = s2h2u2 with s2 E S,, h, E H,, u2 E U,. Then s’;h’;u$‘= o(xp) = a(gi) = 
h”[o(r/,)] --u = h uS;Uh;u’u;“. He rice h/; = (hh,- ‘)U. But we saw earlier that 
h, is of smaller order than h, so hh; ’ is still a generator for Hp. This is a 
contradiction. 
Assume G = K, x B. Define an R-automorphism 5 of RK, by first 
defining r(g) = rg for g E $( HP), where rg = CJ ‘tj ~ ‘(g), and then extending 
z multiplicatively to K, and then R-linearly to RK,. This can be extended 
to an R-automorphism of RG by defining r(b) = h for all h in B. 
Let y = CJ~. Then y: RG + SH is an isomorphism and y(K,) = H. 
Factoring out augmentation ideals, we obtain S N R( G/K, ) as required. 
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